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Experience 

FABLETICS | Director of Acquisition Marketing | El Segundo CA | 10/14 – 10/15 
 Managed and lead Acquisition marketing team consisting of designers and marketing managers 

 Scaled department to support launching in Canada, Australia and new Men’s line FL2 

 Continuously developed strategic A/B tests to improve CPA of leads and customers 

 Supported in-house media agency, including regular reporting and fielding constant design requests 

 Owned entire post-click experience from landing pages to conversion  

 Project managed all aspects of special promotions, including creative, offer, testing and reporting 

 Scoped and pitched product tests to stakeholders for prioritization and development 

 Collaborated and supported EU marketing team with assets and relevant results 

BEACHMINT | Director of Media Analytics | Santa Monica CA | 3/14 – 8/14 
 Trafficked, QA’d, and optimized all direct media buys, increasing spend 3x over 2 months 

 Implemented and profitably managed programmatic campaigns via DSPs 

 Lead and optimized creative development using full funnel KPI metrics 

 Created and maintained recurring acquisition, profitability and attribution reports 

 Restructured campaigns, placements, creative library and reporting to meet company objectives 

 Owned 1st and 3rd party pixel implementation, takedown, maintenance and QA  

 Ran point on technically problematic campaigns, liaising between external and internal teams. 

 Coordinated with landing page team to assure consistent messaging and experience throughout the 
conversion funnel, including testing of offers, promotions, and general look and feel 

SENSA Products | VP of Analytics | El Segundo CA | 1/13 – 3/14 
 Owned and delivered all reporting (ad hoc and recurring) for each department within the company 

 Created and maintained KPI Dashboard solution from underlying queries to presentation 

 Lead Daily, Weekly, Monthly and Quarterly KPI meetings to address all departmental needs  

 Created LTV models and reported back results at crucial intervals to stakeholders 

 Provided ongoing online vs offline attribution analysis using internal and external tools and datasets 

 Directed and trained small team of marketing and business analysts, both inside and outside the 
department 

 Performed segmentation of customer DB using 3rd party profiling tools to glean advanced insight into 
customer value and predictive buying behavior 

SENSA Products | VP of Customer Relations Management | El Segundo CA | 12/10 – 1/13 
 Managed email marketing and retention team, assuring each department’s needs were supported 

 Operated high margin win-back and save a sale programs via email, display and landing page 
technologies 

 Managed all email newsletter and drip campaigns, promotions and business analytics 

 Created, distributed and reported on special offers, promotions and daily deals 
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 Performed analysis and presented results of LTV tests to all affected business units 

 Oversaw cyclical process of competitive analysis, the resulting creation of new tests and reporting 
back final metrics 

 Prioritized tech queue objectively by creating models and comparing the risks and rewards of each 
potential project 

Intelligent Beauty | Director of Marketing| El Segundo CA | 10/09 – 12/10 
 Lead team of campaign managers, traffic managers, copywriters and designers 

 Oversaw landing page development, testing and reporting 

 Optimized media portfolio to consistently meet competing company goals of growth and efficiency 

 Maintained strict CPA and ROI acquisition goals on a site, campaign and placement level  

 Lead creative development using internal data and competitive analysis to prevent brand stagnation 
and provide month on month growth. 

 Researched and implemented new technologies and 3rd party services 

 Presented monthly marketing recaps for executive management 

Intelligent Beauty | Campaign Manager| El Segundo CA | 4/06 – 10/09 
 Implemented and optimized campaigns totaling over 50% of company media budget 

 Provided troubleshooting and practical solutions to all marketing related technical issues 

 Trained and mentored traffic managers and junior marketing managers 

 Created and distributed bi-weekly run rate of media campaign performance 

 Provided weekly and monthly media efficacy summary to cross departmental group 

 Implemented, supported and trained teammates on two ad servers (atlas and doubleclick) 

Alena ( Fox Interactive )  | Campaign Manager| Los Angeles CA | 7/04 – 3/06 
 Managed the largest campaigns in the media portfolio, totaling over $3M per year 

 Lead creative development for multiple distinct brands 

 Consistently met separate acquisition and return goals of all brands sharing media campaigns and 
placements 

 Collected data and distributed weekly analysis on all campaign performance 

 Provided creative feedback to design team in monthly meetings to assist in future development 

Skills 

 Adservers: Doubleclick  

 Office: Excel (Pivot Tables), PowerPoint and Word  

 SQL: MSSQL, MySQL  

 DSP: Site Scout, Media Math, DoubleClick Bid Manager, plentyoffish 

 BI: Pentaho, Tableau 

 Web Analytics: Google Analytics, CrazyEgg, Test & Target, Visual Web Optimizer 

 Email Service Providers: Exact Target, MailChimp, Responsys 

Education 

Oregon State University | 2003 
Central Oregon Community College | 2001 
 




